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The diagnosis of bankruptcy companies becomes extremely important for business owners, banks, governments, securities
investors, and economic stakeholders to optimize the profitability as well as to minimize risks of investments. Many studies have
been developed for bankruptcy prediction utilizing different machine learning approaches on various datasets around the world.
Due to the class imbalance problem occurring in the bankruptcy datasets, several special techniques would be used to improve
the prediction performance. Oversampling technique and cost-sensitive learning framework are two common methods for dealing
with class imbalance problem. Using oversampling techniques and cost-sensitive learning framework independently also improves
predictability. However, for datasets with very small balancing ratios, combining two above techniques will produce the better
results. Therefore, this study develops a hybrid approach using oversampling technique and cost-sensitive learning, namely, HAOC
for bankruptcy prediction on the Korean Bankruptcy dataset. The first module of HAOC is oversampling module with an optimal
balancing ratio found in the first experiment that will give the best overall performance for the validation set. Then, the second
module uses the cost-sensitive learning model, namely, CBoost algorithm to bankruptcy prediction. The experimental results show
that HAOC will give the best performance value for bankruptcy prediction compared with the existing approaches.

1. Introduction
Machine learning and data mining [1–9], which is the process
of learning in order to look for patterns in observations or
data and make better decisions in the future based on the
training samples, is widely used in various fields such as
cybernetics [10–14], engineering [15–18], bioinformatics [19],
medical informatics [20], economics [21–27], etc. Especially
in economics, there are many issues for optimizing profits
in the business such as customer lifetime value modeling (CLVM), churn customer modeling (CCM), dynamic
pricing, customer segmentation, recommendation systems,
etc. CLVM [23] is one of the most important models for
eCommerce business. These models can identify, understand,
and retain the most valuable customers in your business.
With the obtained results from these models, the business
managers may make a better business strategy to optimize
profitability. CCM [24] can help the companies determine

their customers who will stop using their services. The
outputs of these models, the customer list, are important
inputs of an algorithmic retention strategy because they help
optimize discount offers, marketing campaigns, and other
targeted marketing initiatives. Dynamic pricing models [25]
are for flexibly pricing products based on several factors such
as the level of interest of the target customer, demand of the
market at the time of purchase, and whether the customer has
engaged with a marketing campaign. Meanwhile, customer
segmentation models [26, 27] group customers into personas
based on specific variations among them using several
clustering and classification algorithms. Recommendation
systems are another major way by which machine learning
proves its business value. Recommendation systems sift
through large quantities of data to predict how likely any
given customer is to purchase an item or enjoy a piece of
content and then suggest those things to the user. The result
is a customer experience that encourages better engagement
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and reduces churn. Bank lending and systemic risk [28, 29]
is another issue in economics sector that attracted a lot of
attention. This model will find empirical evidence against
diversification as a mean to reduce systemic risk.
Bankruptcy prediction is also a hot topic in the field of
business attracted by many scientists on computer science
as well as economics around the world. In computer science
domain, bankruptcy prediction, a predictive machine learning model, is to analyze the financial statement of a firm
to make predictions for its fate in the future. Based on the
obtained results from this task, investors and managers will
devise appropriate strategies for companies that are going
bankrupt. Many studies have been developed in recent years
to predict the firm bankruptcy using various approaches [30–
32]. In 2015, Kim et al. [30] introduced an efficient boosting
algorithm, namely, GMBoost, using geometric mean for
dealing with the problem of imbalanced data occurring in
bankruptcy datasets. This algorithm calculates the error of
majority class and the error of minority class separately. Then
geometric mean value of these values will be determined
to calculate the weight values for the next phase. Next, a
novel approach [31] utilizing eXtreme Gradient Boosting
(XGB) with synthetic features was proposed for bankruptcy
prediction. In this study, the synthetic features proposed are
automatically generated by random selection of two existing
features and random selection of the arithmetical operation
which help to improve the prediction performance. Recently,
Barboza et al. [32] performed and evaluated several existing
classification models including SVC (linear and RBF kernels),
artificial neural networks (ANN), logistic regression, boosting, Random Forest, and Bagging, for forecasting bankruptcy
companies. The authors use a balanced bankruptcy dataset
that includes 449 bankruptcy firms and 449 non-bankruptcy
firms from 1985 to 2005 for training the above classifiers.
The trained models will be evaluated by an imbalanced
bankruptcy dataset collected between 2006 and 2013 that
consists of 133 bankruptcy cases and 13,300 non-bankruptcy
cases. The experimental results in this study indicate that
three classifiers including boosting, bagging, and random
forest provide better results for bankruptcy prediction.
In many datasets on various domains, class distribution
is commonly imbalanced called by class imbalance problem.
The minority class in these datasets consists of a small number
of data points while the majority class has a very large number
of data points. Specifically, the number of bankruptcies
is extremely small compared to the normal companies in
bankruptcy datasets. The traditional classification models
have a big bias towards majority class in such datasets. It
is the cause of reduced performance of the above models.
Therefore, many methods are given to deal with class imbalance problem which are grouped into the four following
categories [33]. (1) Algorithm level approaches adapt existing
classifiers to bias the learning toward the minority class [34,
35] without changing training data. (2) Data level approaches
change the class distribution by resampling the data space
[36, 37] to improve the predictive performance. There are
three subcategories in this group including undersampling,
oversampling, and hybrids techniques. Undersampling techniques balance the data distribution by removing the real
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data samples in majority class while oversampling techniques
add the synthetic data samples to minority class. Meanwhile,
hybrids techniques combine both undersampling and oversampling techniques. (3) Cost-sensitive learning framework is
the hybrid methods that combine data and algorithm level
approaches. These frameworks add costs to data samples
(data level) and modify the learning process to accept costs
(algorithm level) [38, 39]. The classifier in this group is
biased toward the minority class by assuming higher misclassification costs for this class and seeking to minimize the
total cost errors of both classes. (4) Ensemble-based methods
usually consist of a combination of an ensemble learning
algorithm and one of the techniques above, specifically,
data level and cost-sensitive ones [40]. By combining data
level approach to the ensemble learning algorithm, the new
hybrid method usually preprocesses the data before training
each classifier, whereas cost-sensitive ensembles, instead
of modifying the base classifier in order to accept costs
in the learning process, guide the cost minimization via
the ensemble learning algorithm. The above four methods
are used depending on the datasets to improve performance.
In 2018, Le et al. [41] first introduced the Korean
Bankruptcy dataset denoted by KRBDS. In this study, the
authors presented the oversampling based (OSB) framework that utilizes the oversampling techniques, a technique
belonging to data level approach, for dealing with the class
imbalance problem to predict the bankruptcy. This framework found that SMOTE-ENN is the best oversampling
technique for KRBDS. Then, Le et al. [42] proposed a clusterbased boosting (CBoost) algorithm for dealing with the
class imbalance problem. CBoost approach is considered
as a cost-sensitive learning framework for dealing with the
class imbalance problem. The framework, namely, RFCI,
based on CBoost algorithm achieves the best AUC (The area
under the receiver operating characteristics curve) with a
shorter processing time compared with the first framework
and several methods for bankruptcy prediction. In this
study, we propose a hybrid approach, namely, HAOC, that
combines the oversampling technique and cost-sensitive
learning framework together for bankruptcy prediction. Our
proposed approach firstly uses SMOTE-ENN to adjust class
distribution of KRBDS with specific balancing ratio. Then,
HAOC will use CBoost algorithm to predict the bankruptcy.
The first experiment was conducted to find the best normalization technique among StandardScaler, MinMaxScaler,
and RobustScaler for KRBDS. The second experiment is to
find the optimal balancing ratio for oversampling phase. The
comparison between HAOC with the existing approaches will
be evaluated in the third experiment.
The rest of this manuscript is structured as follows.
Section 2 first summarized the experimental dataset, namely,
KRBDS, an oversampling technique, namely, SMOTE-ENN,
and the CBoost algorithm. As the main contribution of
this study, Section 2 introduces the hybrid approach for
bankruptcy prediction, namely, HAOC. Two experiments
were conducted to find the optimal balancing ratio and to
show the effectiveness of proposed approach for bankruptcy
prediction. Finally, the conclusions as well as several future
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Table 1: The statistical information of KRBDS.

Feature
F1
F2
F3

Description

Max

Min

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Median

P25

P75

Current assets
Fixed assets, or fixed capital
property

2.2×1011

0

2.2×107

9.2×108

2.2×106

8.0×105

6.5×106

9.5×1010

0

2.9×107

6.5×108

1.4×106

2.9×105

6.8×106

Total assets

2.5×1011

0

6.2×107

1.7×109

4.5×106

1.5×106

1.5×107

7

8

6

5

5.2×106

F4

Current liabilities within one year

F5

Non-current liabilities.

F6

Total liabilities

F7

Capital

F8

Earned surplus

F9

Total capital

F10

Total capital after liabilities

2.1×10

11

-1.2×10

6

1.8×10

8.9×10

1.1×10

2.9×10

6.5×1011

-7.7×105

2.2×107

2.5×109

4.2×105

1.2×104

2.2×106

11

5

7

9

6

5

8.3×106

6.5×10

-2.1×10

4.9×10

2.9×10

2.1×10

5.5×10

1.6×1010

-2.9×107

5.1×106

1.2×108

4.0×105

1.5×105

1.0×106

10

11

6

9

5

5

3.2×106

4.8×10

-6.4×10

1.4×10

2.5×10

8.3×10

1.2×10

5.5×1010

-6.3×1011

1.3×107

2.5×109

1.7×106

5.4×105

5.5×106

11

4

7

9

6

6

1.5×107

6

1.5×107

2.5×10

10

-4.3×10

6.2×10

1.7×10

4.5×10

1.4×10

F12

Cost of sales

5.4×1010

-4.7×106

2.7×107

4.2×108

3.4×106

8.6×105

1.1×107

10

10

6

8

6

5

3.1×106

F14
F15
F16
F17
F18
F19

Non-operating income
Non-operating expenses
Income and loss before income
taxes
Net income

-2.6×10

7.3×10

1.6×10

5.1×10

6

6.0×10
2.5×10

5.2×10

8

Sales revenue
Net profit
Sales and administrative
expenses
Operating profit that refers to the
profits earned through business
operations

3.6×10

7

F11
F13

-1.4×10

9

1.1×10

1.8×10

4.2×10

1.3×1010

-5.2×106

5.5×106

9.6×107

8.8×105

3.4×105

2.4×106

2.5×1010

-2.6×1010

1.9×106

1.1×108

1.9×105

3.6×104

6.5×105

1.0×1010

-4.4×105

1.6×106

5.1×107

4.3×104

8.1×103

2.2×105

9

5

6

7

4

4

3.2×105

3.0×10

-5.5×10

1.6×10

2.8×10

6.6×10

1.2×10

2.8×1010

-2.3×1010

2.0×106

1.2×108

1.6×105

3.3×104

5.8×105

2.8×1010

-2.3×1010

1.5×106

1.2×108

1.4×105

2.9×104

5.0×105

This section firstly introduces the experimental dataset,
namely, KRBDS. Then, we summarize the oversampling technique named SMOTE-ENN and the cost-sensitive learning
framework named CBoost algorithm. Finally, the proposed
approach, namely, HAOC, will be introduced.

sustain the activity. These values are extremely important in
finance to consider the company’s performance, especially
bankruptcy prediction. These features and some statistical
information including maximum, minimum, and mean are
shown and described in Table 1.
There are 307 bankrupted firms and 120,048 normal firms
in KRBDS which has the balancing ratio of 0.0026. This
ratio is extreme small for the normal classifier to predict
bankruptcy correctly. Therefore, we need to develop several
specific techniques to improve the performance.

2.1. The Experimental Dataset. KRBDS was first introduced
by Le et al. [41] that was provided by a Korean financial
company. From the financial statements released by Korean
companies from 2016 to 2017, nineteen financial features
that have frequently been used in the previous bankruptcy
prediction studies including assets, liabilities, capital, profit,
etc. were extracted. Assets are any resources owned by the
business such as buildings, equipment, and stocks while a
liability is defined as any type of borrowing from persons
or banks for improving their business. In addition, capital is
any economic resource used by entrepreneurs and businesses
to buy what they need to make their products or to provide
their services. Meanwhile, profit is a financial benefit that is
realized when the amount of revenue gained from a business
activity exceeds the expenses, costs, and taxes needed to

2.2. Oversampling Technique with MOTE-ENN. Resampling
technique belonging to data level approaches for dealing
with class imbalance problem is the most common approach
by adjusting the class distribution. Resampling technique
consists of three subcategories including oversampling techniques, undersampling techniques, and hybrids techniques
as illustrated in Figure 1. Undersampling technique balances
the data distribution by removing the real data samples in
majority class while oversampling technique accomplishes
that purpose by adding the synthetic data samples to minority
class. Meanwhile, hybrids methods combine both undersampling and oversampling techniques.
The advantage of these techniques is to balance the class
distribution for improving the predictive performance. However, there is no absolute advantage of one resampling method

research issues related to bankruptcy prediction are given in
Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods
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Under-sampling techniques

Oversampling techniques

Remove samples of
majority class

Original dataset

Generate samples
for minority class

Original dataset

Hybrid techniques

Generate samples
for minority class

Remove noise
using under-sampling
technique

Original dataset

Figure 1: The illustration of oversampling, undersampling, and hybrids techniques.

over another. Application of these techniques depends on
the use case it applies to and the dataset itself. Meanwhile,
the disadvantage of undersampling techniques is that they
can remove potentially useful data samples that could be
important for the induction process. When the number of
samples in the minority class is too small compared to that
of samples in the majority class like KRBDS, undersampling
techniques became ineffective. In this case, many samples in
majority class are deleted. In addition, the main disadvantage
with oversampling is that, by making exact copies of existing
examples, it makes overfitting likely. A second disadvantage
of oversampling is that it increases the number of training
examples. Thus, the systems increase training time and the
amount of memory required to hold the training set.
In 2018, Le et al. [41] conducted the oversampling framework that presents the empirical evaluation of oversampling
techniques for bankruptcy prediction on KRBDS. Several
oversampling techniques such as Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) [36], Borderline-SMOTE
[44], Adaptive Synthetic (ADASYN) sampling approach [45],
SMOTE-ENN [46], and SMOTE-Tomek [46] were used
to improve the bankruptcy prediction performance. The
experiments conducted in this study found that SMOTEENN is the best oversampling technique for KRBDS. This
approach is summarized as follows.
The SMOTE algorithm was first proposed by Chawla et al.
[36] in 2002 that generates synthetic minority samples based
on the feature similarities between the original minority
samples. Firstly, SMOTE determines the k-nearest neighbors
(NNs) which is denoted by Kx𝑖 for each minority sample
x𝑖 ∈ 𝜒𝑚𝑖𝑛 .

Figure 2(a) demonstrates the three NNs of x𝑖 that connect
with x𝑖 by a line. To generate a synthetic data sample (x𝑛𝑒𝑤 )
for x𝑖 , SMOTE randomly selects an element x̂i in Kx𝑖 and
x̂i in 𝜒𝑚𝑖𝑛 . The feature vector of x𝑛𝑒𝑤 is the sum of the
feature vectors of x𝑖 and the value, which can be obtained
by multiplying the vector difference between x𝑖 and x̂𝑖 with
a random value 𝛿 from 0 to 1 (𝛿 ∈ [0, 1]), as the following
equation:
x𝑛𝑒𝑤 = x𝑖 + (̂x𝑖 − x𝑖 ) × 𝛿

(1)

where x̂𝑖 is an element in Kx𝑖 : x̂𝑖 ∈ 𝜒𝑚𝑖𝑛 .
According to (1), the synthetic sample is a point along the
line segment joining xi and the randomly selected x̂i ∈ Kx𝑖 .
Figure 2(b) shows a toy example of the SMOTE algorithm.
The new sample xnew is in the line between xi and x̂i .
Then, SMOTE-ENN will apply the neighborhood cleaning rule based on the edited nearest neighbor (ENN) [46] to
clean unwanted overlapping between classes, which removes
samples that differ from two samples in the three nearest
neighbors. Figure 3 shows the example of an ENN. Generally,
SMOTE-ENN also uses SMOTE for the oversampling step
and then uses ENN to remove the overlapping examples as
shown in Figure 4.
2.3. Cluster-Based Boosting Algorithm. Recently, Le et al. [42]
proposed CBoost algorithm that is based on the cost-sensitive
learning framework for dealing with the class imbalance
problem occurring in bankruptcy datasets effectively. CBoost
algorithm first clusters the majority class in the bankruptcy
datasets, i.e., the non-bankruptcy firms, by applied k-mean
clustering with k = 45 which is considered as the best k value
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Generate a xnew using SMOTE

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.0

x2

x2

Original Set

xi
xnew

1.5

1.5

xi

xi
1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5
1

2

3

1

2

x1

3

x1

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: A toy example of the three-nearest neighbors for the x𝑖 (a); and generate x𝑛𝑒𝑤 using SMOTE (b).

3.5

Example of an ENN
Start

3.0

Imbalance training
dataset

2.5
Randomly select xi in
minority classes

2.0
1.5

Identify k-nearest
neighbor of xi : x

1.0
SMOTE
Generate
xnew = xi + (̂xi − xi ) × 

0.5
0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

Does balancing
ratio satisfy?

Minority class
Majority class
ENN

No

Yes

Figure 3: Example of an ENN.

ENN

Remove noise sample
using ENN

End

Figure 4: The flowchart of SMOTE-ENN algorithm.

based on the experimental results in [42]. Then, for each
sample belonging to the majority class the algorithm will
determine the distance from this sample to the nearest center
point. Let dmax be the maximum value of the distances of
data samples in class of bankruptcy firms. CBoost algorithm
then assigns the values of each data sample in the minority

class equal to dmax . Then, CBoost algorithm will determine
the initial weights denoted by 𝑊1 as follows:
𝑊1 (𝑖) = ln (

1
)
𝑑 (x𝑖 )

(2)
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where d(xi ) refers to the distance between data point xi and
the nearest center point for the majority class and d(xi ) =
dmax for the minority class. Equation (2) makes it so that the
samples in the majority class closed the center points and the
samples in the minority class will have higher weight values
compared to the further samples in majority class. CBoost
will then normalize these values by the following equation:
𝑊1 (𝑖) =

𝑊1 (𝑖)
∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑊1 (𝑖)

k-mean clustering for
majority class

(3)

where m is the total number of data points in the training set.
This step will ensure that
∑ 𝑊1 (𝑖) = 1

Imbalance
training set

Initial W1

W3

Update

(4)

The initial weight 𝑊1 helps the weak classifier classify more
accurately the samples in the majority class close to the center
points as well as the samples in the minority class. Therefore,
it will improve the overall performance for class imbalance
problem like bankruptcy dataset.
For each iteration, CBoost identifies the weak learner
denoted by ht (x) that produces the lowest classification error
denoted by 𝜖𝑡 , calculates the weight for this classifier denoted
by 𝛼𝑡 , and determines the next weight W t+1 for the next
iteration as follows.

W2

ℎ1(Ｒ)

WT

Update
ℎ2(Ｒ)

Update ...

Update

ℎ3(Ｒ)

ℎT (Ｒ)

T

H(x) = sign( ∑ at ℎt (x))
t=1

Figure 5: The flowchart of CBoost algorithm.

𝑚

ℎ𝑡 = argmin 𝜖𝑗 = ∑𝑊𝑡 (𝑖) [𝑦𝑖 ≠ ℎ𝑗 (x𝑖 )]
ℎ𝑗 ∈H

𝛼𝑡 = 𝜂 log (
𝑊𝑡+1 (𝑖) =

𝑖=1

1 − 𝜖𝑡
)
𝜖𝑡

(5)

𝑊𝑡 (𝑖) exp (−𝛼𝑡 𝑦𝑖 ℎ𝑡 (x𝑖 ))
𝑍𝑡

where 𝑍𝑡 is normalization factor. Finally, the algorithm will
combine all weak learners to make the final classifier H as
follows.
𝑇

𝐻 (x) = sign (∑𝛼𝑡 ℎ𝑡 (x))

(6)

𝑡=1

where ht (x) is the weak learner at the iteration t-th and 𝛼𝑡 is
its weight.
In short, CBoost is a greedy algorithm that finds one weak
learner at an iteration, optimizes the weight of this learner,
and updates the weighted distribution for the next iteration.
The algorithm combines all weak learners as in (5) to create
the final classifier. The flowchart of CBoost algorithm is
shown in Figure 5.
2.4. The Hybrid Approach for Bankruptcy Prediction on
KRBDS. The balancing ratio of KRBDS is very small which
leads to a reduction in performance of oversampling and costsensitive learning independently. Therefore, this study proposes a hybrid approach that combines oversampling technique and cost-sensitive learning (HAOC) for bankruptcy
prediction on KRBDS to improve the overall performance.

The flowchart of HAOC is presented in Figure 6. KRBDS
is first normalized by using a normalization module that
uses the best normalization technique in the first experiment
(Data preprocessing). Next, the fivefold cross-validation
module will be used to split the KRBDS into five parts, in
which four parts were used for training and the remaining
part was used for testing alternately.
The training set will be put into the found optimal
balancing ratio module. This module will divide the training
set into two subsets: the training set and validation set. Using
these sets, this module tries various balancing ratios for
SMOTE-ENN and will find the optimal balancing ratio for
the KRBDS which will be presented in the first experiment.
The training set will be balanced by SMOTE-ENN with the
best balancing ratio that was found in the previous step. After
this phase, the resample training set will be utilized to train
the CBoost algorithm for bankruptcy prediction later. The
testing set will be used to evaluate the proposed approach.

3. Experimental Results
3.1. Experiment Setup. The experimental methods were
implemented in Python 2.7 environment and performed on a
computer with Intel Core i7-2600 CPU (3.40 GHz × 2 cores),
8 GB RAM that runs with Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. In addition,
SMOTEENN was implemented by the imbalanced-learn
package [47] and Bagging, AdaBoost, Random Forest, and
MLP were in Scikit-learn package [48]. The imbalanced-learn
package is an open-source Python toolbox which consists of
several methods for dealing with the problem of class imbalance while Scikit-learn package is a free software machine
learning library for the Python programming language.
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Find optimal
balancing ratio

KRBDS

Best balancing
ratio

SMOTE-ENN

Training set

Training
Normalization

k-fold crossvalidation

CBoost
Testing

Normalized
dataset

Performance
Evaluation

Testing set

Figure 6: The flowchart of HAOC.

To show the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we
compare the performance among the state-of-the-art methods and HAOC for bankruptcy prediction on KRBDS. The
first four approaches are Bagging (BG), AdaBoost (AB), Random Forest (RF), and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) which
were recommended by Barboza et al. [32]. These approaches
were used to predict bankruptcy directly; i.e., there is no
resample approach applied to adjust the class distribution.
The 5th to 8th approaches combine undersampling method
based on clustering technique [43] with BG, AB, RF, and MLP
classifiers. The 9th -12th approaches are oversampling method
using SMOTE-ENN (with balancing ratio = 1) combined with
BG, AB, RF, and MLP classifiers to predict bankruptcy. The
13th approach is RFCI introduced by Le et al. [42] and the 14th
approach is the proposed approach (HAOC). Moreover, the
study employs the fivefold cross-validation in 10 times with
different configurations of folds for each run to get the average
performance.
Next, we use GridSearchCV in Scikit-learn package [48]
to turn several parameters of Bagging, AdaBoost, Random Forest, and MLP. We turned the n estimators (150)
and max samples (0.2) for Bagging, learning rate (0.1) for
AdaBoost, max depth (5) for Random Forest, and max iter
(150), learning rate init (0.01), and hidden layer sizes (50, 5)
for MLP.
3.2. Evaluation Metrics. This study uses two evaluation metrics including AUC (Area under the ROC Curve) and Gmean (Geometric Mean) to compare the performance among
the experimental methods. A ROC curve (receiver operating
characteristic curve) is a graph showing the performance of a
classification model at all classification thresholds. This curve
plots True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Positive Rate (FPR)
computed as follows.
𝑇𝑃𝑅 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

𝐹𝑃
𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

(7)

where TP, FN, FP, and TN are true positives, false negatives,
false positives, and true negatives, respectively. Lowering the
classification threshold classifies more items as positive, thus
increasing both false positives and true positives. AUC (Area
under the ROC Curve) provides an aggregate measure of
performance across all possible classification thresholds. If an
algorithm has a larger AUC than that of another algorithm,
this algorithm is better.
From ROC, Youden index which is the vertical distance
between the 45-degree line and the point on the ROC curve
was used to determine the optimal cut-off threshold. The
Youden index is determined as follows.
𝐽 = 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖V𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 1

(8)

The optimal cut-off threshold corresponds to the point with
the maximum value of 𝐽. From that threshold, sensitivity
and specificity, respectively, will be determined. G-mean is
the root of the product of classwise sensitivity. This measure
tries to maximize the accuracy on each of the classes while
keeping these accuracies balanced. For binary classification
G-mean is the squared root of the product of the sensitivity
and specificity. Similar to the AUC, the algorithm with a
larger G-mean is better.
3.3. Data Preprocessing. In this section, we apply some normalization techniques including StandardScaler, MinMaxScaler, and RobustScaler to the original features. StandardScaler normalizes the original features to create standardized
features by removing the mean and scaling to unit variance.
MinMaxScaler transforms the features by scaling each feature
to a given range while RobustScaler scales the features using
statistics that are robust to outliers. HAOC is then used to
predict the bankruptcy from the normalized features. The
performance results in Table 2 show that the StandardScaler
is the best normalization technique for KRBDS. Therefore,
we apply the StandardScaler for the next experiments. Please
note that the settings of StandardScaler were found only using
training data and then we used these settings for the training
and testing data.
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Table 2: Performance results of HAOC using several normalization techniques for KRBDS.

No

Normalization technique

Normalization formula

AUC

1

None

50.0±0.0

2

StandardScaler

3

MinMaxScaler

4

RobustScaler

None
x − x𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

x =
x𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑒V
x − x𝑚𝑖𝑛

x =
x𝑚𝑎𝑥 −x𝑚𝑖𝑛
x − x𝑄1
x =
x𝑄3 −x𝑄1

87.1±0.6
73.0±4.0
50.0±0.0

Table 3: The overall results of all experimental approaches for KRBDS.
Method

Resample approach

Classifier

AUC

G-mean

Average Rank

p-value

1

BG

None

Bagging

78.8±0.4

70.8±0.8

9.0

3.9×10−5

2

AB

None

AdaBoost

84.9±0.8

78.2±0.6

7.0

0.0023

3

RF

None

Random Forest

86.2±0.6

79.9±0.6

4.7

0.069

4

MLP

None

MLP

86.7±0.8

80.1±1.0

2.6

0.487

5

USC-BG

Bagging

65.1±1.6

53.6±4.9

11.2

1.2×10−7

6

USC-AB

AdaBoost

59.7±3.0

56.3±5.0

12.9

5.6×10−10

7

USC-RF

Random Forest

64.7±1.0

62.6±1.9

11.9

1.5×10−8

8

USC-MLP

MLP

46.9±2.7

36.5±3.7

14.0

1.1×10−11

9

OSE-BG

Bagging

83.9±0.3

77.4±0.3

7.8

5.1×10−4

10

OSE-AB

11

OSE-RF

12

OSE-MLP

13

RFCI [42]

14

HAOC

Under-sampling method
based on clustering
technique (USC) [43]

Oversampling method
using SMOTE-ENN
(OSE) [41]
Under-sampling method
using IHT concept
Oversampling method
using SMOTE-ENN
(with balancing ratio =
0.08)

AdaBoost

85.4±0.7

78.5±0.4

6.2

0.009

Random Forest

86.6±0.7

80.2±1.0

3.3

0.285

MLP

72.8±2.1

69.8±1.8

10.0

3.3×10−6

CBoost

86.6±0.7

79.1±3.5

3.1

0.336

CBoost

87.1±0.6

81.1±0.8

1.3

-

3.4. Finding the Optimal Balancing Ratio. This section is
conducted to find the optimal balancing ratio of HAOC for
KRBDS. Using different balancing ratios from 0.003 to 1 for
oversampling module, we obtain the AUCs for the valuation
sets shown as Figure 7 in five folds. According to the results,
we found that the balancing ratio at 0.08 gives the best average
AUC for validation sets. Therefore, we use this value for our
proposed approach in the final experiment.

0.94
0.92
0.90
088
AUC

No

0.86
0.84

3.5. Performance Results. Figure 8 shows the box plot in
terms of AUC of the experimental approaches for KRBDS in
five folds. We can easily see found that CUS BG, CUS AB,
CUS RF, CUS MLP, and OSE MLP did not achieve good
results. The remaining approaches get more positive results.
Figure 9 presents the box plot in term of G-mean of all the
experimental approaches which indicate that AB, RF, NLP,
OSE RF, RFCI, and HAOC are the best methods in terms of
G-mean.
Table 3 presents the average AUCs and G-mean of these
approaches with standard deviation. According to these

0.82
0.80
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Balancing ratios
Fold 1
Fold 2
Fold 3

Fold 4
Fold 5

Figure 7: Performance of HAOC in terms of AUC for validation sets
in five folds.
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Box plot of AUC
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OSE_MLP
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OSE_AB

OSE_BG

CUS_MLP

CUS_RF

CUS_AB

CUS_BG

NLP

RF

AB

BG

0.5

Figure 8: The box plot in terms of AUC of experimental approaches for KRBDS in five folds.

Box plot of G-mean
0.8

G-mean

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

HAOC

RFCI

OSE_MLP

OSE_RF

OSE_AB

OSE_BG

CUS_MLP

CUS_RF

CUS_AB

CUS_BG

NLP

RF

AB

BG

0.3

Figure 9: The box plot in terms of G-mean of experimental approaches for KRBDS in five folds.

results, Bagging without resample approach gives poor results
at 78.8 in AUC, respectively. Meanwhile, AdaBoost, Random
Forest, and MLP show acceptable results at 84.9, 86.2,
and 86.7 in AUC. In addition, the undersampling method
based on clustering technique (UCS) [43] is responsible
for reducing the performance of classification algorithms
including Bagging, MLP, RF, and AB. Therefore, UCS is not
suitable for KRBDS when its balancing ratio is very small. The
9th –12th approaches, OSE-BG, OSE-AB, OSE-RF, and OSEMLP, give the overall AUC at 83.9, 85.4, 86.6, and 72.8, respectively. Meanwhile, RFCI [42] that uses the cost-sensitive
learning algorithm, namely, CBoost, achieved 86.6 in AUC.
Our proposed method outperforms the other approaches
when achieving the overall AUC at 87.1. Moreover, Table 3
also reports the G-mean of all experimental approaches.

According to these results, HAOC achieves the best value
of G-mean while OSE-RF obtains the second value. Besides,
RFCI, MLP, RF, and OSE-RF also have good results. In
general, the proposed approach has the best values which
balance between AUC and G-mean for KRBDS.
In addition, we employ the MULTIPLETEST package
[49] for conducting multiple comparisons involving all possible pairwise experimental methods whose results are also
presented in Table 3. The average rank of the proposed
method is 1.3 which is the best rank in terms of AUC.
Also, it can be noted that the results of our proposal do
not have statistical differences against those results obtained
by Random Forest, MLP, OSE-RF, and RFCI when the
p-values are greater than 0.05. In addition, the p-values
(≤0.05) show that the differences in the results of HAOC
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Figure 10: Feature importance of HAOC approach.
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against the remaining tested classifiers are statistically significant.
Finally, Figure 10 presents the feature importance of
HAOC approach on KRBDS. We can easily see that F3
(total assets), F4 (current liabilities within one year), F6
(total liabilities), F7 (capital), F8 (earned surplus), and F16
(nonoperating income) are the most important features.
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This study proposed a hybrid approach using oversampling technique and cost-sensitive learning framework for
bankruptcy prediction on the Korean Bankruptcy dataset.
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module uses the cost-sensitive learning framework, namely,
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In the future, we will focus on how to find the optimal feature selection methods using evolutionary algorithms. In addition, several advanced methods for forecasting
bankruptcy from multiple information sources to improve
performance will be studied.
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